Team Concept Map on Sustainability of your team topic (white board, piece of paper, etc.)
-take a pic and insert here

note: if you didn’t like how your team map turned out in library class, just google “concept map” in images for more examples

-------------------------

Literature Review Entry
(each person do this -remember to save to use in team assignment #5 later!)

Topic: Sustainability! (social | environmental | economic)

1. IEEE citation of a source from any of the following databases:

Engineering Village, Green File, Business Source Premiere, Sociological Abstracts


2. (in your words) what the article overtly states, or infers, is a criteria for sustainability for your technology, or an aspect/part/concept related to your technology

Although the general public tends to view GMO’s with suspicion, a survey of health professionals revealed optimism in how they could positively benefit society (social sustainability)

3. A direct quote from the article validating your statement in #2

“Although knowledge about food biotechnology is low among health professionals, this circumstance has not diminished their expectation that biotechnology potentially offers health benefits.”